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Capgemini and Mambu collaborate to jointly innovate Banking-as-a-Service
(BaaS) in the Asia-Pacific region
Singapore, November 9, 2021 – Capgemini announced today that it is collaborating with Mambu,
a global Software as a Service (SaaS) cloud banking platform, to jointly offer Banking-as-aService (BaaS) in the Asia-Pacific region. This alliance partnership agreement is intended to
further reinforce Capgemini as a leading ecosystem digital banking partner, with Mambu at the
core of its banking infrastructure, and is set to put the spotlight on Malaysia and the Philippines
as key go-to markets.
Beyond augmenting the digital banking services provided by Capgemini, the alliance partnership is
anticipated to advance Capgemini’s systems integration (SI) capabilities on next-generation cloud native
platforms and technologies. This collaboration is expected to enhance Capgemini’s capabilities in the BaaS
space as a leading end-to-end digital bank ecosystem platform partner in the Asia-Pacific region. It will
enable Capgemini to offer clients a cloud native, open banking ready platform, with a robust architecture,
and the ability to create select ecosystems and functionalities. In addition, it also offers enterprises
accelerated time to market with prebuilt connectors utilizing leading partners and faster access to bring in
other Fintechs and ecosystem partners through its scale-up program.
“We foresee strong growth in the digital banking markets in Malaysia and Philippines, and are excited to be
partnering with Mambu to enhance our digital banking offerings for clients in the Asia-Pacific region. This
partnership will enable us to elevate customer experience and allow clients to leverage our combined
expertise in delivering an end-to-end, future-ready, digital banking ecosystem platform,” said Ravi Makhija,
Managing Director of Capgemini’s Financial Services in Asia.
Myles Bertrand, Managing Director of Mambu Asia Pacific said, “BaaS has enormous potential to be a catalyst
for significant positive change across the Asia-Pacific financial services landscape, and we are expecting
great things to come from this strategic partnership. Capgemini’s global expertise in this space, combined
with Mambu’s market leading technology, will be a powerful combination in the provision of end-to-end
digital banking services, particularly in those key markets of Malaysia and the Philippines.”
Kevin Pu, General Manager, Mambu Malaysia said, “Digital banking in Malaysia has been experiencing
enormous growth in recent months, with unprecedented appetite from both providers and end-users for
digital financial services. This partnership between Capgemini and Mambu will ultimately enable the provision
of faster, better and more cost-effective banking services to financial service providers in Malaysia.”
Through this collaboration Capgemini and Mambu aim to support banks, in Malaysia and Philippines and the
wider Asia-Pacific region, to accelerate digital banking adoption, improve customer retention, accelerate the
launch of new products using innovative technologies, and deliver an inclusive banking experience to
customers by leveraging a built-for-purpose bank-in-a-box ecosystem.
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About Mambu
Mambu is the world’s only true SaaS cloud banking platform. Launched in 2011, Mambu fast-tracks the
design and build of nearly any type of financial offering for banks of all sizes, lenders, fintechs, retailers,
telcos and more. Our unique composable approach means that independent components, systems and
connectors can be assembled in any configuration to meet business needs and end user demands. Mambu
has 700 employees that support 200 customers in over 65 countries - including N26, OakNorth, Tandem,
ABN AMRO, Bank Islam and Orange Bank.
www.mambu.com

About Capgemini
Capgemini is a global leader in partnering with companies to transform and manage their business by
harnessing the power of technology. The Group is guided everyday by its purpose of unleashing human
energy through technology for an inclusive and sustainable future. It is a responsible and diverse
organization of over 300,000 team members in nearly 50 countries. With its strong 50-year heritage and
deep industry expertise, Capgemini is trusted by its clients to address the entire breadth of their business
needs, from strategy and design to operations, fueled by the fast evolving and innovative world of cloud,
data, AI, connectivity, software, digital engineering and platforms. The Group reported in 2020 global
revenues of €16 billion.
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